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Introduction

• Large scale atmospheric circulation important driver of global
water cycle
• Carries and distributes moisture and energy
• Thus determines precipitation regionally
• How will associated moisture transports change in a warmer
climate ?

Results

Vertical profile
• In/outward pattern in accordance
with Hadley Cell pattern
• Profile similar to one gained from
reanalysis data (ERAint)
• Lower level inward and mid level
outward transports increase with
warming

Data and Method
• Data used: wind (U,V,Omega), specific humidity (Q),
pressure (P) from high resolution ECHAM5 climate model
run
• Regions of upward and downward vertical wind motion are
identified dynamically. Ascending (ASC) and descending
(DESC) regions are based on monthly and on instantaneous
Omega (Fig.1)
• Moisture transports (MT) are calculated across green line in
Fig.1 at each time step

March 1965

Fig 2: Vertical profiles of horizontal moisture
transports from ERA interim and ECHAM5.

Percentiles of transports
• Shape follows mean MT
• 99%tile experiences strongest
increase
• Means higher moisture supply
during extreme precipitation events
Fig 3: Vertical profile of the difference between percentiles of
moisture transport events , C21  C20. Experiment MTii. Lower
right corner is enlarged.

Humidity and wind contribution
22 Mar 1965, 6:00 am
Fig 1: Examples of regions with ascending (blue) and descending (red) vertical motions in the tropics and boundary
(green) separating both, based on monthly mean (upper panel) and instantaneous (lower panel) Omega.

Conclusions
• Instantaneous ASC show a very irregular pattern
• Increase for MT into ASC found at lower levels and out of
ASC at mid levels
• MT budget increases despite of this counteracting
• Increase is most pronounced at high percentiles of
instantaneous transport events
• Changes due to increasing PWC, while wind contribution
rather gets weaker

Fig 4: Vertical profile of difference in the percentiles of precipitable water content (left panel) and of the effective wind (right
panel, C21  C20, respectively). Here, effective wind is the mean wind directed towards ASC at a given level, weighted by
the water content at the same level relative to the total column water content, following the definition of Sohn and Park, 2010.

Strongest absolute increase of precipitable water
content (PWC) at lower levels
●
Wind contribution weakens at lower levels
●
Absolute PWC change lower at mid levels
●
Wind contribution ambiguous at mid levels
●

Energy transports into Polar regions

• Energy transports into and out of the Polar regions are also
projected to increase
• Polar energy budget remains similar, but latent energy
contribution gets stronger and static energy weaker
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Fig 5: Mean annual vertical profiles of total energy transport (cpT+gZ+Lq ) across 60° N (left) and 60°S (middle) for 20C and 21C Energy
transport units are W Pa1. Scatter plot (right) of the annual transport of energy associated with moisture (Lq) versus the transport of dry
static energy (cpT+gZ). Units are W m2.

Similar method also applicable for static polar regions
(across 60° latitude)
●
Energy transports have a similar profile as tropical MT
●
In and outward energy transports increase with warming, but
budget remains on a similar level
●
Latent energy part increases, while static energy
contribution gets lower
●

